PROMOTION AND PREVENTION:
REGULATORY FOCUS AS A
MOTIVATIONAL PRINCIPLE

E. Tory Higgins

I. Introduction
The hedonic principle that people approach pleasure and avoid pain has
been the basic motivational principle throughout the history of psychology,
with ancient roots that can be traced at least t o Plato’s Protagoras. This
principle underlies motivational models across all levels of analysis in psychology, from the biological to the social. Biological models have distinguished between the appetitive system involving approach and the defensive
or aversive system involving avoidance (e.g., Gray, 1982; Konorski, 1967;
Lang, 1995). Models in personality and social psychology have distinguished
between the motive to move toward desired end states and the motive to
move away from undesired end states (e.g., Atkinson, 1964; Bandura, 1986;
Carver & Scheier, 1981, 1990; Lewin, 1935, 1951; McClelland, Atkinson,
Clark, & Lowell, 1953; Roseman, 1984; Roseman, Spindel, & Jose, 1990).
It is clear from these models and the empirical support for them that people
are motivated to approach pleasure and avoid pain. But is the hedonic
priniciple sufficient to understand human strategic behavior? Indeed, is the
hedonic principle sufficient to understand approach and avoidance?
It is my belief that it is precisely because the hedonic principle is so basic
that it is limited as an explanatory variable. Almost any area of motivation
can be discussed in terms of the hedonic principle. People avoid the pain
of hunger and avoid the pain of thirst, but this does not tell us much about
how hunger and thirst differ from one another. More germane to the
present paper, people can approach the pleasure of serenity or approach
the pleasure of accomplishment. Does this mean that these two motivations
are the same?
I am not suggesting that the hedonic principle is not important. In fact,
I am suggesting precisely the opposite. It is so important that there must
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be alternative ways in which it operates. Indeed, I propose that how the
hedonic principle operates might be as important in motivation as the fact
that it does operate. Specifically, I describe in this paper two different ways
in which the hedonic principle operates- with a promotion focus versus
a prevention focus. Evidence is presented that these different ways of regulating pleasure and pain, called regulatory focus, have a major impact on
people’s feelings, thoughts, and actions that is independent of the hedonic
principle per se. Before describing regulatory focus as a motivational principle, however, some background information about another regulatory variable, regulatory reference, must first be considered.

A. REGULATORY REFERENCE AND APPROACHING DESIRED
END STATES
Inspired by earlier work on cybernetics and control processes (e.g., Miller,
Galanter, & Pribram, 1960; Powers, 1973;Wiener, 1948), Carver and Scheier
(1981,1990) distinguish between self-regulatory systems that have positive
versus negative reference values. A self-regulatory system with a positive
reference value has a desired end state as the reference point. The system is
discrepancy reducing and involves attempts to move the currently perceived
actual-self-state as close as possible to the desired reference point. In contrast, a self-regulatory system with a negative reference value has an undesired end state as the reference point. This system is discrepancy amplifying
and involves attempts to move the currently perceived actual-self-state as
far away as possible from the undesired reference point.
Carver and Scheier (1981,1990) suggest that self-regulation with a negative reference value is inherently unstable and relatively rare. Their research, therefore, emphasized self-regulation with a positive reference
value. Miller et al.’s (1960) famous TOTE model also emphasized positive
reference values involving the execution of operations to reduce existing
incongruities or discrepancies. This emphasis is evident throughout the selfregulatory literature because most theories and research concern movement
toward goals, which are positive reference values (see, e.g., Gollwitizer &
Bargh, 1996; Pervin, 1989). Another reason that self-regulation with a
negative reference value has received less attention is that several models
describe it in terms of behavioral inhibition rather than in terms of behavioral production (e.g., Atkinson, 1964; Gray, 1982). In the classic learning
literature, as well, behavioral production associated with positive end states
received greater emphasis than did behavioral suppression associated with
negative end states (e.g., Estes, 1944; Skinner, 1953; Thorndike, 1935).
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Consistent with this emphasis in the previous literature, this paper begins
by considering self-regulation with positive reference values; that is, motivated movement in reference to desired end states. The critical characteristic of such motivation according to the literature is the direction of its
movement- approach. Consistent with the basic hedonic principle, animal
learning/biological models (e.g., Gray, 1982; Hull, 1952; Konorski, 1967;
Lang, 1995; Miller, 1944; Mowrer, 1960), cybernetic-control models (e.g.,
Carver & Scheier, 1990; Powers, 1973), and dynamic models (e.g., Atkinson,
1964; Lewin, 1935; McClelland et al., 1953) all highlight the distinction
between approaching desired end states versus avoiding undesired end
states. In contrast to these models, self-discrepancy theory (Higgins, 1987,
1989a) also distinguishes between different types of approaching desired
end states. This distinction is considered next.
B. SELF-REGULATION IN RELATION TO IDEAL AND OUGHT
DESIRED END STATES

It is the common property of desired end states to motivate general
approach processes that has been stressed in the psychological literature.
Little attention, however, has been paid to identifying basic types of desired
end states that might themselves be motivationally distinct and influence
how approach occurs. Indeed, the same behavioral prediction has been
made for desired end states even when different types of desired end states
have been considered, such as Gray’s (1982) approach system for both
“reward” and “nonpunishment.” In contrast, self-discrepancy theory (Higgins, 1987, 1989a) distinguishes between two types of desired end states
and describes two distinct ways to regulate pleasure and pain.
The desired end states in self-discrepancy theory are referred to as “selfguides.” Two types of self-guides are distinguished: (1) ideal self-guides,
which are individuals’ representations of the attributes that someone (themselves or another person) would like them ideally to possess, someone’s
hopes, wishes, or aspirations for them; and (2) ought self-guides, which are
individuals’ representations of the attributes that someone believes they
should or ought to possess, someone’s beliefs about their duties, obligations,
or responsibilities.
Like control theories, self-discrepancy theory conceptualizes people’s
motivation to approach ideal and ought self-guides in terms of reducing
discrepancies between their current state, that is, their represented actual
self or self-concept, and these desired end states (see Higgins, 1987,1989a).
Self-discrepancy theory shares the common assumption that people are
motivated to attain both ideal and ought self-guides as desired end states.
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But beyond this commonality, self-discrepancy theory proposes that selfregulation in relation to ideals as one type of desired end state is motivationally distinct from self-regulation in relation to oughts as another type of
desired end state. Indeed, the theory predicts that self-regulation in relation
to ideal and ought self-guides, despite both involving attempts to attain
desired end states, involves different predilections for approach and avoidance strategies of discrepancy reduction.
In the next section, evidence is presented to support the proposal that
regulation in relation to ideals versus oughts as desired end states is motivationally distinct. Then, the principle of regulatory focus is introduced more
fully and ideal versus ought self-regulation is related to promotion focus
versus prevention focus, respectively. The subsequent section reviews how
situational variability in regulatory focus can also influence people’s
thoughts, feelings, and actions independent of self-guide discrepancies or
congruencies per se. The final section considers more fully the strategic
differences between a prevention focus and a promotion focus and the
implications of these differences for decision making and problem solving.

11. Ideals and Oughts as Motivationally Distinct Desired End States

This section reviews evidence that regulation in relation to ideals versus
oughts as desired end states is motivationally distinct. The distinct motivational nature of ideal self-regulation and ought self-regulation will be described for: (1)sensitivity for events reflecting different psychological situations; (2) strategic inclinations and tactical preferences; and (3) emotional
vulnerabilities and emotional memories.

A. SENSITIVITY FOR EVENTS REFLECTING DIFFERENT
PSYCHOLOGICAL SITUATIONS
The distinction between ideal and ought self-regulation in selfdiscrepancy theory was initially described in terms of differences in the
psychological situations represented by discrepancies and congruencies involving ideal versus ought self-guides (see Higgins, 1989a, 1989b). Actualself-congruencies to hopes, wishes, or aspirations represent the presence of
positive outcomes, whereas discrepancies represent the absence of positive
outcomes. Thus, the psychological situations involved in ideal selfregulation are the presence and absence of positive outcomes.
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The hopes, wishes, and aspirations represented in ideal self-guides function like maximal goals. In contrast, the duties, obligations, and responsibilities represented in ought self-guides function more like minimal goals (see
Brendl & Higgins, 1996). These are goals that a person must attain or
standards that must be met. When strong enough, such as biblical commandments, oughts can even function like necessities. Discrepancies to such
minimal goals represent the presence of negative outcomes, whereas congruencies represent the absence of negative outcomes (see Gould, 1939;
Rotter, 1982). Thus, the psychological situations involved in ought selfregulation are the absence and presence of negative outcomes.
This distinction between ideal and ought self-regulation suggests that
sensitivity to events involving the presence and absence of positive outcomes should be greater when ideal concerns predominate, whereas sensitivity to events involving the absence and presence of negative outcomes
should be greater when ought concerns predominate. Like Kelly’s (1955)
personal construct systems that individuals use as a scanning pattern that
sweeps back and forth across the perceptual field and “picks up blips of
meaning” (p. 145), such chronic sensitivities should influence how stimulus
information is processed and remembered. Higgins and Tykocinski (1992)
tested this prediction at the chronic level of ideal versus ought concerns.
Undergraduate participants were selected on the basis of their selfdiscrepancy scores. Self-discrepancies are measured using the Selves Questionnaire (see Higgins, Bond, Klein, & Strauman, 1986). The Selves Questionnaire asks respondents to list up to eight or ten attributes for each of
a number of different self-states, including their actual self and their selfguides. It is a spontaneous, idiographic measure (see Moretti & Higgins,
1990). On the first page of the questionnaire the actual, ideal, and ought
self-states are defined (as described earlier). On each subsequent page there
is a question about a different self-state, such as “Please list the attributes
of the type of person you think you uctuully are” or “Please list the attributes
of the type of person you would ideally like to be, i.e., your hopes, wishes,
and aspirations for yourself.” The respondents are also asked to rate for
each listed attribute the extent to which they actually possessed that attribute, ought to possess that attribute, or ideally wanted to possess that
attribute. The procedure for calculating the magnitude of an actualhdeal
or actual/ought self-discrepancy involves comparing the actual selfattributes to the attributes listed in either an ideal self-guide or an ought
self-guide to determine which attributes in the actual self match or mismatch
the attributes of that particular self-guide. The self-discrepancy score is
basically the number of mismatches minus the number of matches (see
Higgins et al., 1986).
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Using participants’ responses to the Selves Questionnaire, median splits
were performed on the actualhdeal discrepancy scores and on the actual/
ought discrepancy scores. Participants were then selected who either were
predominant actualhdeal discrepancy persons (ie., possessed high actual/
ideal discrepancies and low actuauought discrepancies) or were predominant actuallought discrepancy persons (i.e., possessed high actual/ought
discrepancies and low actual/ideal discrepancies).
A few weeks after the selection procedure, all participants read the same
essay about the life of a target person in which events reflecting the four
different types of psychological situations occurred, such as: (1) “I found
a 20-dollar bill on the pavement of Canal street near the paint store.” (the
presence of positive outcomes); (2) “I’ve been wanting to see this movie
at the 8th Street Theatre for some time, so this evening I went there straight
after school to find out that it’s not showing anymore.” (the absence of
positive outcomes); (3) “I was stuck in the subway for 35 minutes with at
least 15 sweating passengers breathing down my neck.” (the presence of
negative outcomes); and (4) “This is usually my worst school day. Awful
schedule, class after class with no break. But today is election day- no
school!” (the absence of negative outcomes).
Ten minutes after reading the essay the participants were asked to reproduce the essay word for word. The study found, as predicted, that predominant actualhdeal discrepancy subjects tended to remember target events
representing the presence and absence of positive outcomes better than
did predominant actuavought discrepancy subjects, whereas predominant
actual/ought discrepancy subjects tended to remember target events representing the absence and presence of negative outcomes better than did
predominant actualhdeal discepancy subjects. No other interactions were
significant and the obtained interaction was independent of participants’
premood, postmood, or change in mood.
The results of the Higgins and Tykocinski (1992) study support the
proposal that self-regulation in relation to an ideal as a desired end state
is motivationally distinct from self-regulation to an ought as a desired end
state. The results of studies by Higgins, Roney, Crowe, and Hymes (1994)
also support this general proposal, and, in addition, indicate that ideal
and ought self-regulation differ in their predilection for approach versus
avoidance strategies and tactics. This evidence is considered next.
B. STRATEGIC INCLINATIONS AND TACTICAL PREFERENCES
From a control theory viewpoint, as mentioned earlier, self-regulation
in relation to ideals and oughts involves approaching desired end states at
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the system level by reducing discrepancies between current states and desired end states. But within such approach at the system level, there can
still be either approach or avoidance inclinations at the strategic level.
Specifically, individuals can increase the likelihood that they will attain
(or maintain) a desired end state, that is, reduce discrepancies, by either
approaching matches to that end state or avoiding mismatches to that end
state (see Higgins et al., 1994). For example, a person who wants to get a
good grade on a quiz (a desired end state) could either study hard at the
library the day before the quiz (approaching a match to the desired end
state) or turn down an invitation to go out drinking with friends the night
before the quiz (avoiding a mismatch to the desired end state).
As discussed earlier, self-regulation in relation to ideal self-guides is
concerned with positive outcomes (their presence and absence). This would
naturally engender an inclination to approach matches to hopes and aspirations as a strategy for ideal self-regulation. In contrast, self-regulation in
relation to ought self-guides is concerned with negative outcomes (their
absence and presence), and this would naturally engender an inclination
to avoid mismatches to duties and obligations as a strategy for ought selfregulation. These predictions were tested in a series of studies by Higgins
et al. (1994).
One study asked undergraduate participants to report either on how
their hopes and goals have changed over time (activating ideal self-guides)
or on how their sense of duty and obligation has changed over time (activating ought self-guides). T o reveal strategic predilections, this study used a
free-recall technique similar to that used in the Higgins and Tykocinski
(1992) study. The participants read about several episodes that occurred
over a few days in the life of another student. In each of the episodes where
the target was trying to experience a desired end state, the target used
either the strategy of approaching a match to the desired end state or the
strategy of avoiding a mismatch to the desired end state, as in the following
examples: (1) “Because I wanted to be at school for the beginning of
my 8:30 psychology class, which is usually excellent, I woke up early this
morning.” (approaching a match to a desired end state); and (2) “I wanted
to take a class in photography at the community center, so I didn’t register
for a class in Spanish that was scheduled at the same time.” (avoiding a
mismatch to a desired end state).
It was predicted that activating ideal or ought self-regulation by priming
ideal or ought self-guides, respectively, would increase participants’ predilection for particular regulatory strategies, and this in turn would increase
recall for those episodes that exemplified those particular strategies. The
results were consistent with this prediction. As shown in Table I, the participants remembered episodes that exemplified approaching a match to a
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TABLE I
MEANNUMBER
RECALLED
EXEMPLIFIED
OF EPISODES
OF STRATEGY
AS A FUNCTION
OF TYPE
AND TYPE
PRIMED
OF SELF-GUIDE
Type of self-guide primed

Approaching
match to desired end state

Avoiding
mismatch to desired end state

Ideal self-guide
Ought self-guide

1.75
1.19

1.37
1.96

desired end state significantly better when ideal self-regulation was activated than when ought self-regulation was activated, whereas they remembered episodes that exemplified avoiding a mismatch to a desired end state
significantly better when ought self-regulation was activated than when
ideal self-regulation was activated.
Another study by Higgins et al. (1994) examined the possibility that
individuals varying chronically in their predominant self-regulatory concerns would prefer different tactics reflecting strategies of either approaching matches to desired end states or avoiding mismatches to desired end
states. As in the Higgins and Tykocinski (1992) study, predominant ideal
concerns was operationalized by predominant actualhdeal discrepancies,
and predominant ought concerns was operationalized by predominant
actual/ought discrepancies. An initial phase of the study elicited undergraduates’ spontaneous strategies for friendship by either asking them what
their strategy would be if they wanted to be a good friend in their close
relationships, which was intended to elicit tactics reflecting a strategy of
approaching matches, or asking them what their strategy would be if they
believed they should try not to be a poor friend in their close relationships,
which was intended to elicit tactics reflecting a strategy of avoiding mismatches.
The initial phase of the study was successful at identifying three tactics
that reflected a strategy of approaching matches and that were uniquely
and commonly given in response to the first question, as follows: (1) “Be
generous and willing to give of yourself ”; (2) “Be supportive to your friends.
Be emotionally supportive”; and (3) “Be loving and attentive.” Three
tactics that reflected a strategy of avoiding mismatches and that were
uniquely and commonly given in response to the second question were also
identified, as follows: (1) “Stay in touch. Don’t lose contact with friends”;
(2) “Try to make time for your friends and not neglect them”; and
(3) “Keep the secrets friends have told you and don’t gossip about friends.”
A second phase of the study confirmed that undergraduates were more
likely to select the former set of tactics than the latter (and vice versa)
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when the strategic goal of friendship was experimentally framed in terms
of approaching matches (“When you think about strategies for being a
good friend in your close relationships, which THREE of the following
would you choose?”) versus avoiding mismatches (“When you think about
strategies for not being a poor friend in your close relationship, which
THREE of the following would you choose?”). Thus, the former set of
tactics clearly reflected a strategy of approaching matches, whereas the
latter reflected a strategy of avoiding mismatches.
The main phase of the study used responses to the Selves Questionnaire
to select participants who were either predominant actual/ideal discrepancy
persons or predominant actual/ought discrepancy persons. The study took
place weeks later. During the study, each participant was asked the same
general question about friendship, as follows: “When you think about
strategies for friendship, which THREE of the following strategies would
you choose?” This question was followed by the same six choices of strategies used in the experimental framing study. It was predicted that friendship
tactics reflecting a strategy of approaching matches would be spontaneously
selected more by individuals with chronic ideal self-regulatory concerns
than by individuals with chronic ought self-regulatory concerns, whereas
friendship tactics reflecting a strategy of avoiding mismatches would be
selected more by individuals with chronic ought self-regulatory concerns
than by individuals with chronic ideal self-regulatory concerns. This prediction was confirmed.
The results of the Higgins and Tykocinski (1992) study indicate that
ideal and ought self-regulation are associated with differential sensitivity
to events reflecting the presence and absence of positive outcomes versus
the absence and presence of negative outcomes, respectively. In addition,
the results of the studies by Higgins et al. (1994) indicate that ideal selfregulation is associated with a predilection for strategies involving approaching matches to desired end states, whereas ought self-regulation is
associated with a predilection for strategies involving avoiding mismatches
to desired end states.
Together, these studies clearly support the proposal that ideal and ought
self-regulation are motivationally distinct even though they both involve
attempts to attain desired end states. Indeed, although both of these types
of self-regulation involve hedonic approach at the system level they differ
in their inclination for approach or avoidance at the strategic level. This
highlights a limitation of the hedonic principle in predicting whether people
will have an approach or an avoidance inclination.
The studies reviewed here and elsewhere (see Higgins, 1987, 1989a)
provide substantial evidence that ideal and ought self-regulation are motivationally distinct. Given this, one would expect that the emotional conse-
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quences of self-regulatory failures, that is, actual-self-discrepancies to ideal
versus ought self-guides, would also be distinct. Evidence supporting this
prediction is considered next.
C. EMOTIONAL VULNERABILITIES AND
EMOTIONAL MEMORIES
Historically, the literature on self-regulation has generally not considered
whether different emotions are produced by discrepancies to different types
of desired end states. Different specific emotions have typically been explained in terms of attributional processes that occur after feedback that
there is a discrepancy or failure (e.g., Carver & Scheier, 1981; Hoffman,
1986; Srull & Wyer, 1986; Weiner, 1982,1986). When the emotional consequences of just the discrepancy per se are described, usually only general
terms have been used, such as negative affect or negative self-evaluation
(e.g., Bandura, 1986; Duval & Wicklund, 1972; Carver & Scheier, 1981;
Mandler, 1975). The literature has been mostly silent on whether different
specific emotions are produced by discrepancies to different types of desired
end states. Despite this, a review of the literature reveals that discrepancies
to different types of desired end states have been described by various
observers and the discrepancies to these different types of desired end
states appear to be associated with different kinds of emotional distress.
Two basic types of desired selves have been mentioned in the literature.
The literature describes an ideal self representing one’s own or a significant
other’s hopes, wishes, and aspirations for oneself (e.g., Colby, 1968; Cooley,
1902/1964;Festinger, 1942; Lewin, Dembo, Festinger, & Sears, 1944; Rogers, 1961; Rotter, 1942; Schafer, 1967; Piers & Singer, 1971). The literature
also describes an ought self representing one’s own or a significant other’s
beliefs about one’s moral responsibilities and who one should or ought to
be (Colby, 1968;James, 1890/1948;Freud, 1923/1961;Rogers, 1961;Schafer,
1967; Piers & Singer, 1971).
Observations have also been made that individuals possessing a discrepancy from their hopes or ideals, or the absence of positive outcomes, tend
to experience dejection-related emotions, such as disappointment, dissatisfaction, or sadness (e.g., Durkheim, 1951;Duval & Wicklund, 1972;Horney,
1950; James, 1890/1948;Kemper, 1978; Lazarus, 1968; Rogers, 1961; Roseman, 1984; Roseman et al., 1990; Stein & Jewett, 1982; Wierzbicka, 1972).
Other observations have been made that individuals possessing a discrepancy from their moral standards, norms, or oughts tend to experience
agitation-related emotions, such as feeling uneasy, threatened, or afraid
(e.g., Ausubel, 1955; Erikson, 195011963; Freud, 1923/1961; Horney, 1939;
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James, 1890/1948; Kemper, 1978; Lewis, 1979; Piers & Singer, 1971; Sullivan, 1953).
These general observations in the literature, then, suggest that the emotional consequences of self-regulatory failures to ideals versus oughts are
distinct. If so. this would support the proposal that self-regulation in relation
to ideals as one type of desired end state is motivationally distinct from
self-regulation in relation to oughts as another type of desired end state.
But these observations are not sufficient because the relations among individuals’ actualhdeal and actuallought discrepancies and their dejectionrelated and agitation-related emotions were not examined in the same
study, nor were any experimental tests of the proposed distinct relations
performed. To fill this void, my colleagues and I have conducted a series
of studies to test whether self-regulation in relation to ideals versus oughts
as desired end states produces distinct emotions. Some illustrative studies
will be reviewed here.
If self-regulation in relation to ideal selves is motivationally distinct from
self-regulation in relation to ought selves as desired end states, then it
should be possible to activate one or the other of these types of desired
end states and produce the distinct emotions associated with actual self
discrepancies from them. Moreover, this should be possible even for individuals who possess both actualiideal discrepancies and actual/ought discrepancies. This hypothesis was first tested in a study by Higgins et al. (1986,
Study 2). Undergraduate participants completed the Selves Questionnaire
weeks before the experiment. Individuals who had both actualhdeal and
actual/ought discrepanices were recruited for the study, as well as individuals who had neither type of self-dicrepancy.
The supposed purpose of the study was to obtain the self-reflections of
a youth sample for a life-span developmental study. Half of the participants
were randomly assigned to an Ideal priming condition in which they were
asked to describe the kind of person that they and their parents would
ideally like them to be and to discuss whether there had been any change
over the years in these hopes and aspirations for them. The other half of
the participants were assigned to an Ought priming condition in which they
were asked to describe the kind of person that they and their parents
believed they ought to be and whether there had been any change over
the years in these beliefs about their duties and obligations.
Before and after the priming manipulation, the participants filled out a
mood questionnaire that included both dejection-related and agitationrelated emotions. As predicted, individuals with both actualhdeal and
actual/ought discrepancies, but not individuals with neither discrepancy,
experienced distinct kinds of discomfort depending on which type of selfdiscrepancy had been primed-an increase in dejection-related emotions
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with Ideal priming and an increase in agitation-related emotions with
Ought priming.
A study by Strauman and Higgins (1987) replicated and extended this
study by testing whether priming just a single desirable attribute contained
in either an ideal or ought self-guide would activate these distinct desired
end states and produce the specific emotions associated with discrepancies
to them. This study also measured other characteristics of the distinct
emotional syndromes associated with actualhdeal versus actual/ought discrepancies.
As in the Higgins and Tykocinski (1992) study, two groups of undergraduate participants were selected on the basis of their responses to the Selves
questionnaire obtained weeks earlier- individuals with predominant
actualhdeal discrepancies and individuals with predominant actual/ought
discrepancies. A covert, idiographic priming technique was used to activate
self-attributes in a task supposedly investigating the “physiological effects
of thinking about other people.” The participants were given phrases of
the form, “An X person-”
(where X was a trait adjective such as
“friendly” or “intelligent”), and were asked to complete each sentence as
quickly as possible. For each sentence, each subject’s total verbalization
time and skin conductance amplitude were recorded. The participants also
reported their dejection-related and agitation-related emotions at the beginning and at the end of the session.
There were three priming conditions: (1) “nonmatching” priming, where
the trait adjectives were attributes that appeared in an individual’s selfguide but not in his or her actual self; (2) “mismatching” priming, where
the trait adjectives were attributes that appeared in an individual’s selfguide and his or her actual self was discrepant from them; and (3) “yoked
(mismatching)” priming, where the trait adjectives were attributes that did
not appear in either an individual’s self-guide or actual self but were the
same attributes that were used for some other participant in the “mismatching” priming condition.
As predicted, the study found that in the “mismatching” priming condition only, individuals with predominant actualhdeal discrepancies experienced a dejection-related syndrome (i.e., increased dejected mood, lowered
standardized skin conductance amplitude, decreased total verbalization
time), whereas individuals with predominant actual/ought discrepancies
experienced an agitation-related syndrome (i.e., increased agitated mood,
raised standardized skin conductance amplitude, increased total verbalization time).
Strauman (1990) extended this research by investigating whether presenting self-guide attributes as retrieval cues would elicit autobiographical memories that varied in their emotional content when the self-guide was an ideal
versus an ought. As in Strauman and Higgins (1987), both “mismatching”
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priming and “yoked (mismatching)” priming were used. Thus, the attribute
cues were always desired end states but varied in whether they were actual
self-discrepant or “mismatching” attributes contained in the participants’
own self-guides or were actual self-discrepant attributes contained in the
self-guides of other persons. The self-guide cues also varied in whether
they were contained in ideal or ought self-guides as desired end states.
As shown in Table 11, Strauman (1990) found that childhood memories
with dejection-related content were more likely to be retrieved spontaneously when the “mismatching” attributes were taken from participants’
own ideal self-guides than when they were taken from their ought selfguides. Similarly, childhood memories with agitation-related content were
more likely to be retrieved when the “mismatching” cues were taken from
participants’ own ought self-guides than when they were taken from their
ideal self-guides. The “yoked” ideal and ought attribute cues generally
yielded memories with little dejection-related or agitation-related content
(less than 5 percent overall).
In sum, there is substantial evidence that regulation in relation to ideals
versus oughts as desired end states is motivationally distinct. The distinct
motivational nature of ideal self-regulation and ought self-regulation has
been found regarding: (1) differential sensitivity for events reflecting different psychological situations; (2) different strategic inclinations and tactical
preferences; and (3) different emotional vulnerabilities and emotional memories. The next section introduces the principle of regulatory focus, and
ideal versus ought self-regulation is related to strength of promotion focus
versus prevention focus, respectively.
111. Regulatory Focus and Its Relation to Ideal and
Ought Self-Regulation
It was stated earlier that the hedonic principle of approaching pleasure
and avoiding pain is basic to motivation. But for this very reason one might
TABLE I1
AND AGITATION-RELATED CONTENT
MEANPERCENTAGE OF DEJECTION-RELATED
CUES
FOR “MISMATCHING”
IDEALA N D OUGHT
I N MEMORIES
Type of emotional content in memories

Type of self-guide cue
Ideal
Ought

Dejection-related
12.2
4.0

Agitation-related
8.7
22.4
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